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For some 15 years or so, we have stuck our necks out weekly by reporting
on angling and hunting conditions. For many years longer than that the
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news media. (Sorry, it's not available to individuals.) The reports are based
on information furnished each week by the district biologists of the Department.
During the summer months we can, with some assurance, project what
things will be a few days ahead. The fishery in the lakes of the state may
vary by the hour but overall trends tend to be more stable: Hunting conditions
usually don't vary drastically most of the time unless a weather front moves
through that changes the fire situation or drops much snow on the elk hunters.
Actually, all that any of the reports can do is give general trends. This
is especially true this time of the year. A few years back we were taken to
task because in a television report we reported that streams were stable and
in good condition. At noon on Thursday, when the report was recorded, that
was the case. However, the tape wasn't played that evening but was held
until Friday evening, following almost 24 hours of rain on the coast. An hour
of heavy rain can noticeably change the picture on the smaller streams and
several hours worth can make drastic changes in many streams.
The weekly fishing trends in the newspapers and on radio are just that
information on the trends. The simple mechanics of getting such information
out makes it dated. The hour-by-hour conditions must be arrived at by a
bit of educated guessing and application of fisherman's knowledge. The U.S.
Weather Service can provide you with a couple of pieces for the ever changing
puzzle. In the Portland area river levels may be obtained by telephoning 2490666. This is one piece of the puzzle. In other areas of the state the information
is available from different numbers.
If you are looking ahead to a trip, weather conditions and forecasts are
an important piece of the puzzle. This information is even easier to obtain
in many areas of the state. By purchasing a small, inexpensive high frequency
radio receiver you can have 24-hour access to the weather forecasts. In Portland, Newport, and Brookings, current weather conditions, short-range forecasts, and five-day long-range forecasts are broadcast around the clock on
the frequency of 162.55 MegaHertz. In Eugene, Astoria, and Coos Bay the
same information may be received on 162.4 MegaHertz. This information is
regularly updated and, though it can't be received on your regular radio, a
small investment will give you instant access to the weather word without
any problems of busy signals. The Weather Service hopes to have most of
the state covered with this broadcast service in the not too distant future.
The job of compiling statewide angling and hunting reports once a week
is not a small one. The possibility of the Fish and Wildlife Department personnel spending more time on it is rather slim. However, by taking the information
as presented by the radio stations and newspapers, adding a bit of river information and blending with current weather information, one can come up with
a fair guess at what to expect on the stream.
One truth will always remain, however. The gent who lives along the stream
and simply has to look out the window to see when the river is right will
probably be the most successful fisherman. Also, there's a good chance that
after you listen to the reports, crank in the stream level, check the weather
forecast, get up at the wee hours of the morning and fish for the day, someone
will come along and make your day by commenting, "You should have been

-

here yesterday."

RES
COMMISSION TO MEET
The Fish and Wildlife Commission will meet on February 24 in a regulai
business meeting. The meeting will begin at 9 a.m. in the Department Conference room, 506 SW Mill Street in Portland. Proposed legislation will be discussed along with other business not determined at press time.fl
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Oregon's Beaver
by

Despite what some television programs and newspaper articles would
have one believe, the beaver is alive
and well in Oregon. Periodically
there seems to spring up a great concern for this industrious animal with
comments from various sources implying the beaver should be listed as
one of our endangered species. And,
as a result, we periodically try to do
an update of the status of the beaver
in the state and put out a bit of information about our state animal.
If one is concerned that the beaver
might be disappearing from the Oregon scene, a quick glance at the Annual Report of the Wildlife Division
of the Department might allay that
fear. For each of the past three years
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there have been about 400 damage
complaints. These vary from distressed pleas for help because the big
rodents are chewing down fruit trees
to dammed irrigation ditches to frantic calls that the eager chewers are
trying to build a den in the plastic
foam floats supporting a houseboat.
This despite the fact that trappers
have annually been taking between
6,000 and 10,000 of the animals.
These largest of North American
rodents are highly adaptable and as
soon as they establish a home can
turn out enough youngsters to create
problems. From two to six young are
normally born to the female with an
occasional litter reaching eight in
number. These youngsters stay with

the adults through the first winter.
However, when the new family comes
along the following spring, the yearlings are ousted.

When they are given their walking
papers the young beaver prefer not
to walk too far since they are ex-

tremely vulnerable to predators
while on land. If they can, they will
establish their own living den in the
same waterway as their parents but,
if things are too crowded, they have
been known to take off cross-country
for considerable distances. When
beaver numbers were low in the state,
the animals were redistributed
through a live-trapping program.
Currently, though, the animals take
care of the project themselves and
3

became a state, much of the economy
of the newly settled territory was
based on the fur industry. The ani- Th
mal most sought after by the early
trappers and fur traders then, as
today, was the beaver. Records of the
Hudson's Bay Company of Vancouver, Washington show that in a
four-year period (1834-37) it obtained
405,472 beaver pelts from trappers
and Indians in the Northwest. Such
intensive exploitation served to reduce the beaver population to a point
where it was a comparatively scarce
animal by the time statehood was attamed.
Throughout the first half-century
of statehood, trappers continued. to
trap beaver without restriction until
the Oregon State Legislature in 1893
closed the season in Baker and Malheur Counties. This was followed by
a statewide legislative closure in
1899, which remained in effect until
1917 and 1918, when the law was relaxed to permit killing of beaver at

Some 400 beaver damage complaints are received by the Department annually.
Beaver activity not only becomes bothersome to humans at times, but may also
work to the detriment of other wildlife. Here the chisel teeth managed to displace
a wood duck nest.

they are inhabiting virtually all of
the available habitat in the state.
The annual trapping season allows
the removal of some of the surplus
animals in addition to taking animals
from many of the areas where complaints have been received.
Adult beavers are capable of digging and chewing surprising amounts
of material. The average adult is 3
to 4 feet long including his broad flat
tail and usually weighs from 40 to 50
pounds. Animals topping 70 pounds
have been taken.
The tail is not used for carrying
material for their dams, as some
story tellers would have one believe,
but it is an effective device used for
swimming and as a prop while sitting.
Most Oregon beavers build their dens
in the banks of lakes and streams
rather than constructing the large
mounds often seen in illustrations.
The entry is under water and the
dam building stabilizes the water
level to keep the entry below the sur-
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face as a safety device.
The thick, rich fur of the beaver
almost caused its demise but was
responsible for the early settlement
and industry of the West. At that
time the demand was for use in the
manufacture of gentlemen's tall hats.
The pelt is still valued, but now as
fur for garments. It is a warm, durable fur that lasts well and stands up

under most adverse weather conditions.
Beaver were at one time very low
in number in much of the western
United States. The story of their return to safe numbers is one of the
earliest wildlife management stories.
In an issue of our magazine from several years ago Chet Kebbe, staff furbearer biologist, chronicled the story.
We could not do a better job, so here
is the history of the animal in Oregon
for the benefit of those who may have
missed it when Chet's article was first
presented.
In the half-century before Oregon

all times of the year in Benton and
Marion Counties.
In 1923 the legislature again enacted a law opening the entire state to
beaver trapping during November,
December, and February except in
national forests and the five southwest counties of Coos, Curry, Douglas, Jackson, and Josephine. After
eight seasons a 1931 legislative act
again protected the beaver in all
parts of the state except in Clatsop,
Columbia, Multnomah, Marion, and
the western part of Douglas County.
The following year the Game Cornmission passed a regulation closing
these last five counties. This action
was further supported by legislation
in 1937 closing the entire state to
beaver trapping and delegating the
responsibility of removing nuisance
animals to the Game Commission.
The initial step in active beaver
management in Oregon was taken in
1932. The U. S. Forest Service,
Bureau of Biological Survey, and

State Game Commission joined
forces in a cooperative project of relocating beaver. These animals were
live-trapped from available colonies

and transplanted in mountain
streams where their dams would be
beneficial in soil and water conservation. A total of 962 animals was
moved in the six years this program
was in operation.
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With the passage of the Federal
Aid in Wildlife Restoration Act in
federal funds became available
to the various states for wildlife research and management. The first
project utilizing these funds approved for Oregon was an aggressive

beaver transplanting program.
Beaver were caught on agricultural
lands, where their activities were
often destructive, and liberated at
appropriate sites in most watersheds
in the state. By 1945, when the emphasis was shifted to dead-trapping
and pelting, over 3,000 beaver had
been relocated. A scarcity of suitable
transplanting sites, increasing numbers of damage complaints, and a
rapidly increasing beaver population
over the entire state necessitated this
change.

In 1945 landowners who were interested in perpetuating beaver were
included in the management program. They signed agreements to
protect and foster beaver on their
properties, for which they received a
share of the sale price of pelts taken
from their land. As its part of the
r-..' agreement, the Game Commission
managed the beaver, cropping the
surplus and nuisance animals during
the winter months when the fur was
prime and live-trapping nuisance animais at other times of the year. The
number of landowner participants
rose from 590 in 1945 to 1,500 in 1950,
the last year the cooperative agreements were in effect. The number of
beaver removed by state trappers
also increased from 3,000 to 6,000
during the period.
The cropping of 6,000 beaver a year
by state trappers under this program
failed to remove a satisfactory num-

(

ber from complaint areas and had no
effect on the large surpluses available
elsewhere. The legislature had not
given the Game Commission cornplete authority to manage beaver but
had made it the Commission's duty
to remove nuisance animals after a
complaint in writing had been received. As a result, surplus animals
on lands from which no complaint
had been registered could not be harvested. Since populations had increased to a point where it was no
longer a job of restoration but one
of wisely harvesting an annual crop
new legislation was requested.
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In response to this urgent need, the
Legislature passed a bill delegating broad powers of management
to the Game Commission. Under the
statute the Commission obtained the
authority to set seasons and bag
limits, open streams or areas and promulgate such other regulations as
deemed necessary. Its initial action
was to declare a three-month open
season, the first in Oregon in 30 years,
for the following November. In general, only agricultural lands were
opened in order to confine trapping
to areas of damage and prevent overtrapping on mountain streams.
1951

Prior to trapping, each beaver trapper was required to purchase numbered box-car type metal seals at $2
each in sufficient quantity to cover
his anticipated needs. Reorders could
be made throughout the season until
the established quota of 200 tags per
trapper was reached. As soon as a
beaver was skinned, the law required
a metal seal to be locked through an
eyehole. A report card containing the
corresponding number was then to be
filled out with information as to
where and when the beaver was
taken and returned to the Game
Commission within 10 days from the
date of catch. After the season had
closed, refunds were made on all unused tags providing all of the other
seals had been accounted for.
As soon as the season was publicized, enthusiasm mounted, with
many opportunists anticipating sudden wealth with little expenditure of

time and money. Suitable beaver
traps were expensive and became difficult to locate. A number of inexperienced persons became beaver trappers, making poor sets with inferior
traps. Their catches ran to a high percentage of kits and yearling animals.
These low-value furs, along with
poorly prepared skins, returned them
little for their time and effort. Even
though an instruction sheet showing
the steps in pelt preparation was sent
to all trappers, fur buyers reported
a large number of poorly handled
pelts. Some trappers averaged as little as $5 per skin while the more experienced men received between $12
and $15.

It became obvious shortly after the
season closed that beaver were far

from annihilated in spite of the heavy
trapping pressure. Complaints were
received in numbers comparable to
the previous year. One difference was
noted, however, in that most cornplaints involved only a pair of animals where previously large colonies
had to be removed. Drift from closed
territories undoubtedly helped to repopulate some of the intensively
trapped areas.
Beaver have again become a valuable asset to the State of Oregon, not
only from the standpoint of an annual cash crop for the trapper but in
soil and water conservation through
construction of dams in mountain
streams. These dams not only provide living space for the beaver but
create additional habitat for waterfowl, trout, deer, and other wild creatures. No one can measure the increased pleasure a person derives
from the great outdoors by observing
the actions of a beaver in the wild
or viewing its marvelous engineering

feats. Beaver have demonstrated
their ability to respond to management practices in the face of encroaching civilization. We therefore
are confident they will continue to be
a valuable part of our wildlife resources through our next century of
progress.
As Chet has stated, the beaver remain a valuable asset to the state.
Through proper management and
control of the take, there is every reason to believe it will long continue
to be a well established member of
the wildlife community. As urban
areas and human populations grow in
Oregon, there will no doubt be a continuing increase in the number of
conflicts between people and our
state animal. However, this adaptable rodent would appear to have the
ability to survive, if given a bit of
help, under many conditions. Hopefully our state will never reach a
point where there aren't some lakes
and streams left, with a few shrubs
and trees around, that can be the
home of this interesting native of
Oregon. The slightly increasing number of complaints annually and the
stable, controlled take by trappers
would indicate that populations are
healthy and have a place to live for

the present.D
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Hunting Accidents Down In 1977
by Tony

Faast

Hunter Education Coordinator

Oregon hunters were involved in 41
firearms accidents in 1977. Six of
these were fatal. These casualties
represent the second lowest total in
the 15-year history of the hunter education program. Only 1974 with 35
casualties was lower. When we consider that in addition to the regular
hunting seasons, 50,000 hunter days
were spent on controlled and emergency hunts, that figure of only 41
accidents is really remarkable.
The how and why of these hunting
accidents is always a concern. If we
can identify the main causes of the
accidents, hopefully we can do something about preventing them.
A large percentage of Oregon's
hunting accidents were self-inflicted
(41 percent this year), with those involving a hunting partner comprising
an additional 49 percent of the total
(see chart). Together, these two categories annually account for the bulk
8

of the casualties, 90 percent in 1977
and 86 percent in 1976. While hunting in Oregon, you and your partner

are still your greatest safety hazard
where firearms are concerned. Looking out for yourself will increase your
odds against having an accident by
a considerable margin. Keeping an
eye on your huntin' buddy will make
you almost accident-proof in the
field. Another major how in these
casualty figures is the range that
most of them occur. Almost threefourths of the 1977 casualties occurred at a range of less than 10 feet!
The old adage that hunters are mistaken for game and wounded at long
range is simply not true.
Most of the whys in the casualty
statistics could easily fall into the
general carelessness category. We've
attempted to break them down into
various reasons to give us a clearer
picture of why they occurred. Han-

dling a loaded firearm in a vehicle
always accounts for a fairly large percentage of our casualties and 1977 is
no exception with 27 percent. While
it is not against the law to carry a
loaded firearm in a vehicle, common
sense (and our statistics) tell us it's
not a good idea. The Department of
Fish and Wildlife proposed a bill in
the 1977 Legislature to make the
practice of carrying a loaded firearm
in a motor vehicle unlawful but the
attempt was unsuccessful. We plan
to try again in 1979, as we feel this
legislation is important for safety and
ethical reasons. Take time to look
over these statistics so you will be
aware of what circumstances are
most likely to result in an accident.
Then make sure you don't become a

hunting casualty.
Oregon's hunter education program has trained over 250,000 youngsters in the proper handling of hunting weapons. When an unusually low
year for accidents occurs, it is a real
temptation to use that statistic as a
yardstick for the success of the program. The danger in this is that with
the ever increasing number of hunters afield each year, the casualty figure could skyrocket to the 80s or 90s
in the next year or so, leaving us in
an embarrassing position.
A more realistic approach is to look
at the general trends in our casualty
statistics. While total firearm casualties have fluctuated from a high of
94 to a low of 35, there has been a
general decrease in the number of casualties. The first seven years of the

program (1962-68) averaged 76.3 casualties per year, as compared to the
last seven (1971-77) which averaged
only 52.1 per year. This decline occurred at the same time a gradual increase in hunter numbers was experi-

enced, over the same period

(1962-77). Licensed hunters numbered 308,000 in 1962 and increased
to just over 400,000 in 1977.

We may have reached a point
where our casualty figures are as low
as they are going to get. When you
have 400,000 people doing any recreational activity, you are going to have
accidents. One of our goals is to mmimize those accidents and we have
taken a major step toward accompushing that goal.
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Oregon's
1977 Hunting Casualties
TOTAL CASUALTIES
FATAL
NONFATAL
Self-inflicted

Hunting partner
Other shooter

41
6
35
17
20
4

15%
85%
41%
49%
10%

DISTANCES
Less than 3 yards
3-25 yards
26-50 yards
51 yards and farther
Unknown

29
0
4
6
2

71%
0%
10%
14%
5%

7

17%

23

56%

11
0

27%
0%

HUÑTING EQUIPMENT

INVOL VED
Handguns
.22 caliber
Other

AGES OF SHOOTERS
(INCLUDING
SELF-INFLICTED)
-19
20-29

30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69

Unknown

0

29%
29%
17%
13%
5%
0%

3

7%

12
12
7
5
2

r
ANIMALS BEING HUNTED
Deer
21 51%
Upland game birds
6 15%
Elk
3
7%
Migratory birds
3
7%
Rabbits
2
5%
Squirrels
2
5%
Predators
2
5%
Other species
2
5%

Does this mean we have worked
ourselves out of a job? No way! Oregon's program is designed to help
youngsters become safe and responsible hunters. We can very nicely

f____

measure statistically the safety
aspect of our program but how can
we quantitatively measure responsibility? We can't, but we unfortunately have a negative indicator of
how ethical and responsible the
hunters are: landowner complaints,
letters to the editor, shot-up road
signs, etc. These are the constant reOREGON WILDLIFE

4
3

Rifles

caliber
High power
Shotguns
Muzzleloaders
.22

4
19

REASONS FOR CASUALTIES
Trigger caught on object
1
2.5%
Defective firearm
2
5 %
General carelessness
7 17 %
Mistaken for game
1
2.5%
Loading and unloading
1
2.5%
In or on a vehicle
11 27 %
Inthelineoffire
6 15 %
Negotiating obstacle
5 12 %
Horseplay with firearm
i
2.5%
Drawing or holstering
handgun
7 %
3
Swinging on game
7 %
3

minders that tell us our job is not
finished.
Oregon's hunter education program has made great progress in the
last 15 years. We hope to continue
that progress in the future by concentrating on problem areas. Hunter
conduct has emerged as the number
one complaint of the general public.
With casualty statistics generally to
our credit, we now hope to improve
our program to try and match that
success in the area of hunter ethics
and responsibility.
.

AWARD GIVEN
The Southern Oregon Division of
Boise Cascade Company was the
third recipient of the Oregon Fish
and Wildlife Department award in
the field of nongame wildlife conservation.
Boise Cascade received a certificate
for protecting a golden eagle nest site
on its land near Roseburg. Last July
Boise Cascade Company contacted
the Department of Fish and Wildlife
to obtain information on how to protect eagle nests they had found.
A 100-yard buffer of trees was preserved around the two nest trees at
the site. The buffer will help protect
the trees from human harassment
and wind damage.
The award was presented December 16 at the Southern Oregon
Chapter of the Society of American
Foresters in Medford. Roy Elmgren,
Chief Forester for Boise Cascade's
Southern Oregon Region, accepted
the certificate.
The Fish and Wildlife Department
initiated the award as a simple
"thank you" to individuals or groups
that have made special efforts on behalf of nongame wildlife. The first
two awards were made to Jim O'Donahue, a Kiamath Falls conservationist and bird rehabilitator, and
Ted Ellingson, forester for Coos
County Forestfj
COMMERCIAL VIOLATOR RAPPED
A tip of the hat this month goes
to District Judge George F. Cole of
Astoria. In a recent case where the defendant was convicted by jury trial
of commercial fishing during closed
season, the judge let it be known he
didn't approve of this type of viola-

tion.
The violator was fined $505. He
was given a 30-day suspended jail
sentence and placed on two years
probation with the stipulation that
he not receive during that time any
commercial fishing citation by Oregon, Washington, or federal authorities.
The illegally taken fish, valued at
$5,410, were forfeited and turned over
to the Department of Fish and Wild-

life.L
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New Van Makes Tagging Fish A Lot Easier
Story

and photo by Bob Kuhn

Since fisheries scientists first began

studying the migratory habits of
salmon and steelhead, a good method
of marking some of these fish has
been wanted to gather needed statistical and management information.
Each fisheries management agency,
such as Oregon's Department of Fish
and Wildlife, needs to find out the
best size, time, and place for release
of salmon and steelhead smolts, the
best diets in the hatcheries, and what
happens to these fish when they return after several years in the Pacific.
Clipping various combinations of
fins was for years the most popular
method. But only 21 possible marks
were available and, with over loo
hatcheries producing salmon on the
west coast, the situation was becoming a brand inspector's nightmare.
Fisheries people believe they have
found the answer to this problem in
the coded wire tag, a small piece of
inert metal that is injected into a
young migrant fish's snout prior to
its release from the hatchery. The tag
is coded with a series of notches in
four separate bands around the tag
and is recovered from the adult's
snout with a supersensitive metal detector.
Applying the tags has not been a
pleasant job during past seasons.
Taggers worked eight-hour shifts
outside under a tarp or inside dark,
unheated hatchery buildings. Setting
up the equipment also required about
a day as did packing up the gear
when the job was done. But this year,
with the Department's new Fish
Identification Van, smolts will be
marked under much more pleasant
and efficient conditions for both the
fish and tagging crew.
lo

Fish identification leader Dennis Issac (right) explains the operation of the Department's new fish marking van. Five taggers work inside the van, simultaneously inserting coded wire tags. September 1976 issue had more details on the actual

process.

Department biologists outfitted a
motor home with custom-built fish
handling equipment and five permanent tagging stations. The van is well
lit and heated, permitting more fish
to be tagged in a shorter amount of
time. The untagged fingerlings are
dipped directly from a hatchery pond
and loaded into holding tanks in the
van. Before receiving their tags, fish
are anesthetized to calm them down.
Then the adipose fin is clipped to indicate presence of a coded wire tag.
The tag itself is applied with specia! machinery which uses a hypodermic needle. Then the smolt is re-

turned to another hatchery pond via
the van's outflow pipe. An experienced tagger can handle up to 6,000
fish in a single day.

But the real joy in using the van
comes when it's time to set up.
Department biologists report that it
only takes about two hours to get
tagging underway, once the van arrives at the hatchery. It is also an
easy task to move the van around the
hatchery grounds to different ponds
to mark different groups of fish without disturbing the day-to-day operations of the facility.
FEBRUARY 1978
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This

And That
compiled by Ken Durbin

CRAZY CATS

Everyone knows the catfish has
whiskers; not many people know
why.

Those whiskers, also called barbels,
"are used like fingers for feeling and
like tongues for tasting," according to
the July issue of Ranger Rick's Nature Magazine.
The whiskers are only one unusual
feature of a fish that is represented
by 2,000 species, in many shapes and
sizes, around the world, the National
Wildlife Federation monthly for chudren reports in an article titled
"Crazy Catfish".
The catfish also known as shovelheads, bullheads, stonecats, madtoms, blue cats, fiatheads and eelcats
range in size from fingerlings up
to a 400-pound European cat known
as sheatfish. One of their many eccentricities, in all varieties, is that
(__ they have no scales.
Other odd characteristics
*
Glass catfish of Asia and Africa
have "see-through" bodies.
*
The talking catfish of the Amazon grunt and growl.
*
The walking catfish of Asia can
breathe air and walk on land.
*
The electric catfish of Africa can
jolt you with a shock of 350 volts.
*
The American madtom can deliver a wasplike sting with poison
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THINGS ARE GETTING WORSE?

,-

The latest survey taken by Louis
Harris indicates that 43 percent of
Americans now think the quality of
life in the United States is worse than
it was 10 years ago. Thirty-four percent thought it had improved while
19 percent said they felt it is about
the same. One of the main reasons
for the pessimism is the sense that the
physical environment has not improved, despite efforts to clean up the
air and water. Other factors cited
were high inflation and unemployment and irritation over poor consumer product quality and safetyfj
Conservation News
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NEW LAKES PUBLICATION

OPENING DATES SET

AVAl LAB LE

Opening dates for major 1978
hunting seasons were set last month
by the Fish and Wildlife Commission.
For the most part, opening times are
similar to those in 1977.
Mule deer and blacktail deer seaSons will open September 30. Rocky
Mountain elk season will begin November 4 followed by Roosevelt elk
season November 11. Pheasant season is set to open statewide October
14 and the general bow season will
open August 26.
Antelope hunters should note that
the season opening date of August 19
is one week earlier than last year.
This change is recommended because
the late opener last year found many
bucks already herding up for the rut.
All of the opening dates are on Saturdays. Ending dates, bag limits, and
other hunting season regulations will
be set later in the year when biological information is more complete.D

"Lakes of the Deschutes National
Forest" is the most recent publication in a series on lakes in Oregon's
national forests produced by the Oregon Fish and Wildlife Department.
Two leaflets published earlier cover
the lakes in the Mount Hood and
Willamette National Forests. Eventually the series will cover the lakes
of all the national forests in Oregon.
The Deschutes publication lists
more than 280 lakes, their map locations by township, range, and section; their elevation; acreage; maximum depth; and the species of fish
to be found in each. The leaflet also
lists sources from which maps can be
obtained and basic information on
how to find a map location using
township, range, and section.
The Deschutes National Forest
contains the many popular lakes adjacent to the Century Drive highway
west of Bend as well as dozens of
smaller and relatively lesser known
waters which require approach on
foot or horseback.
Single copies of the Deschutes
Forest lakes publication as well as
the leaflets on Willamette and
Mount Hood Forest lakes are available free on request from the Oregon
Department of Fish and Wildlife,
P.O. Box 3503, Portland, Oregon
97208.

LIDS KILL BUCK DEER

A young buck deer was found dead
recently in Sequoia National Park in
California.
The cause?
A field autopsy revealed four poptop lids in one stomach and part of
another lid lodged between two other
of the deer's four stomachs.
Most likely the poptops lacerated
the stomach lining, causing inflammation and eventual death, biologists

said.

Park visitors, excited at the sight
of wildlife, often attempt to attract

the animals' attention and draw
them closer by tempting them with
food or by throwing poptops, gum
wrappers, and paper.
Corvallis Gazette-Times

DANGEROUS GUNS?

"Accident Facts", a booklet published by the National Safety Council, claims your chances of being
killed in a firearms accident are amazingly low. In fact, it is 20 times more
dangerous to ride in a motor vehicle
than to use firearms. While 1974's figures show about 20 traffic accident
deaths per 100,000 persons, hunting
accident deaths couldn't muster onehalf person per 100,000. Of 2,400
firearm related deaths in that year,
only about a third occurred in the
peak hunting months of October, November, and December.D

Outdoor Oklahoma

A WARNING

The New York Zoological Society

is trying to reach everyone who has
received copies of "Help", its new
booklet on care of oiled birds. The

booklet was advertised in the Novembe Audubon (and subsequently
in this column). On the basis of recent findings the authors no longer
recommend the use of Shell Sol 70
and they particularly warn against
heating this solvent (see page 22)
which has a dangerously low flash
point. A revised edition is being
prepared as a replacementfj
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Changing Faces
A chain of personnel changes have
taken place recently within the Fish
and Wildlife Department beginning
with the retirement of Ken Cochrun
after 28 years of service, the last eight
as supervisor of the Department's
Southwest Region headquartered in

Roseburg.
Clyde E. Smith was named to fill
the vacancy left by Cochrun. He
began work with the Game Commission in 1949 after graduation from
the Oregon State University fish and
wildlife management program. He
worked as a biologist in several areas
including Corvallis, La Grande, John
Day and Pendleton before becoming
assistant supervisor of the Northeast
Region in La Grande in 1962. He has
served in that position ever since.
Succeeding Smith in La Grande as
assistant regional supervisor is Robert C. Sayre. Sayre is a 24-year veteran with the Department, beginning
work with the Game Commission in
1954 following college graduation,
again from the OSU fish and wildlife
program. Sayre began work in the
Northeast Region, first performing

fish screen maintenance in Wallowa
and Grant Counties and later serving
as a fishery biologist in the John Day
drainage. In 1957 he was promoted
to district fishery biologist and for 13

years worked in various northeast
Oregon counties. He moved to the
Portland office in 1969, serving there
in various staff fishery positions.
Most recently he has been involved
in anadromous fish problems in the
Columbia River system.
Sayre has been succeeded in the
Portland office by Don F. Swartz.
Swartz, too, is an OSU fish and wildlife management graduate who received his B.S. in 1965. He began
work the following year with the
then Fish Commission working for
ten years as a research biologist in
various aspects of hatchery production. Last year he became hatchery
production coordinator with the Fish
and Wildlife Department's Fish Culture Section and will now begin work
as staff biologist in charge of recreational salmon and steelhead manage-

Don Swartz
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